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OUR PURPOSE

Medical Bridges is a 501(c) (3) Houston-based nonprofit organization with an international humanitarian reach. For 26 years, Medical Bridges has reallocated excess medical supplies and equipment from hospitals and clinics in Texas and distributed it to underserved healthcare facilities across the world. Medical Bridges serves and supplies healthcare heroes around the world.

OUR PROMISE

Medical Bridges is mission-oriented and dedicated to providing assistance to healthcare facilities and medical professionals regardless of religion, political affiliation, or race. Medical Bridges is committed to providing quality medical resources to hospitals and clinics in need.

OUR PEOPLE

Medical Bridges sustains its impact with the generosity of individuals, foundations, corporations, and organizations whose vision aligns to improve healthcare accessibility worldwide.

www.medicalbridges.org
The data everywhere is bleak. 5.7 million people die in low-income countries from poor quality healthcare. Half the world’s population cannot obtain essential health services. These findings from Lancet and from WHO & The World Bank are staggering by themselves. And this was before the COVID pandemic hit.

More recently, The World Bank reported "The world economy continues to suffer from a series of destabilizing shocks. After more than two years of pandemic, the Russian Federation’s invasion of Ukraine and its global effects on commodity markets, supply chains, inflation, and financial conditions have steepened the slowdown in global growth.”

Healthcare is in crisis throughout the developing world and in countries is crisis. Martin Luther King, Jr has said, "Of all the forms of inequality, injustice in health is the most shocking and inhuman."

Global DEI matters. Global Health Equity, serving Diverse populations, and Inclusion of those in the most impoverished countries matter. It is sickness or health. It is life or death. It is hope or hopelessness.

Thank you, our donors, sponsors, volunteers, partners, and friends. Because of you, Medical Bridges has served 91 countries and is a leader in Global Health Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion. Thanks to you, every day people are restored to health to be able to work, and raise their families, and children can get an education.

Global health equity matters. We could not do it without you.

As we go to press, over 36,000 people have died in Syria and Turkey. Medical Bridges is staging medical supplies and equipment for shipment to the region. Quality medical equipment and supplies are desperately needed now.

With our gratitude,

Walter Ulrich, President & CEO.

www.medicalbridges.org
Medical Bridges celebrated our 25th anniversary on December 1, 2022. Medical Bridges was founded 25 years ago when Dr. Patricia Brock, Dr. Peggy Goetz, and Hayne Blakely collected donations from the Texas Medical Center. At first, they collected donations in a big truck and sorted them in their garages. Today, Medical Bridges has a 30,000 sq ft facility and has provided more than 1,000 pallets of desperately needed medical supplies around the world in 2022.

Thank you to our sponsors, donors, champions, founders, volunteers, and the chairs Debbie Ayers and Elizabeth Kanaly, and event manager Gidget Swift for a record-breaking Silver Anniversary One People One World gala.
A YEAR WITH UNIQUE CHALLENGES

The needs in 2022 were greater than ever. Medical Bridges provided nearly $10 million of desperately needed medical supplies & equipment for 33 countries including Ukraine, Afghanistan, Haiti, and developing countries in Africa, Asia, and the Americas. The gift of health & the gift of life is a direct result of encouragement, support, and friendship of our partners, donors, volunteers, and friends.

Many thanks to Texas A&M University BUILD team for a great partnership.
SUDAN
Two Texas Aggie Medical Clinics arrived in Sudan from Medical Bridges in 2022. This surplus was met with great celebration. The generosity of hospitals, doctors, and dentists saves the lives of the poorest around the world.

UKRAINE
It’s such an honor to partner with healthcare heroes in Ukraine. Special thanks to ZDOROVI agency and Nova Ukraine as they continue to ‘maintain the treatment of cancer patients at a high level’. Thanks also to DAAR and the Bleyzer family for their valued partnership for Ukraine.

ECUADOR
There was dancing in the streets to welcome a Medical Bridges container in Ecuador. Mayor of Bahia de Caraquez, Ingrid Zambrono and President of Futuro in Ecuador, Fernado Navarro lead the celebration.
Although the majority of our medical supplies and equipment are donated overseas, we recognize that there is need here at home as well. Since 2020, our Serving Texas Initiative has donated more than $600,000 of medical supplies to charitable health clinics around Texas, and to individuals referred to us by local healthcare facilities.

"On October 17, 2022, Care Connection Aging and Disability Resource Center, received a call from Mr. Juan Nunez. Mr. Nunez is a person with limited mobility and was in need of a wheelchair.....

With the help of one of our caring ADRC staff members, who collaborated with an organization called Medical Bridges, Mr. Nunez was able to receive a wheelchair. The wheelchair was delivered to him successfully....

He is grateful for the medical equipment he received and the caring staff at Care Connection."
G7 AWARDS - GLOBAL IMPACT AWARD - PRESENTED BY HOUSTON INTERNATIONAL TRADE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

HALLIBURTON GOLF TOURNAMENT - MEDICAL BRIDGES WAS HONORED TO BE SELECTED AS ONE OF THE CHARITIES TO BE HONORED AT THE TOURNAMENT

CONGRESSIONAL RECOGNITION - PRESENTED BY CONGRESSWOMAN SHEILA JACKSON LEE

CONGRESSIONAL RECOGNITION - PRESENTED BY CONGRESSMAN AL GREEN

ASTROS FOUNDATION - CHARITY PARTNER OF THE YEAR

www.medicalbridges.org
Priority SDGs  Focused on 4 global goals

In 2015, Medical Bridges adopted the United Nations global goals to frame its global health progress and hone into four interlinked global goals - SDG3, SDG10, SDG12, & SDG17.

ENSURING HEALTHY LIVES AND WELL-BEING FOR ALL
This year, Medical Bridges has distributed and staged nearly $10M in medical resources to supply dedicated healthcare professionals serving vulnerable patients living in extreme poverty.

REDUCING INEQUALITY WITHIN AND AMONG COUNTRIES
Medical Bridges is improving access and quality of healthcare to ensure that every person has the opportunity to thrive regardless of income, sex, age, disability, sexual orientation, race, class, ethnicity, or religion.

ENSURING SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION PATTERNS
Medical Bridges offers a solution that enables sustainable consumption and efficient supply chain in the healthcare industry to leave a positive environmental and social impact.

STRENGTHENING AND REVITALIZING PARTNERSHIPS
Medical Bridges’ mission continues humming thanks to the support and contribution from stakeholders invested in improving the quality of healthcare locally and globally.

Medical Bridges - A leader in global health equity
We owe our financial fitness to great partnerships, generous philanthropy and a successful Silver Anniversary Gala.

2022
*PRELIMINARY FIGURES; NOT AUDITED
TO ALL OUR PARTNERS - THANK YOU!

Medical Bridges provides assistance to people and communities in need. How and where we contribute is based on the needs of our trusted global health partners. We use your support to save lives and empower individuals to live a prosperous life.

In 2022, together, we were able to provide nearly 200 tons of lifesaving medical equipment and supplies to countries in crises and developing countries throughout Africa, Asia, the Americas, and Eastern Europe including Ukraine.

Together the future of healthcare looks brighter.
MEDICAL BRIDGES PARTNERS

Africa Renaissance Initiative
Aguioprocom
Amelie and Daniel Foundation
Angel Wings
Apache
Apostle Josiah Swen
Baylor University
Baylor College of Medicine
Benjamin Bahorich
BG Auto Shop & Logistics, LLC
Boy Scouts of America Troop 1180
BUILD Project
Caring Friends, Inc.
Chevron U.S.A.
Citizens Defense Formation-Ukraine
Clinton Health Access Initiative (CHAI)
DAAR Charitable Foundation
Dexterity Health Care
Emmanuel Lutheran Church
Engie North America
Eric & Isabelle Mayer Fund
Forces of Nature
French Medical Institute (FMIC)
Futuro Foundation USA, Inc.
Gaudy Logistics, LLC
George & Angelina Owusu Foundation
Global Legacy
Gobierno Autonomo Decentralizado
Good Neighbors USA
Guinean Association for the Promotion Maxillofacial Surgery
Helping Hand for Relief & Development, Inc. (HHRD)
Houston Luanda Sister City
Houston Shoulder to Shoulder
Humanity First USA
Humberto Sirvent
ISpendLove Medical Suppliers
Dr. Jamal Bullocks
John Connally III
Joy Mackey
Locin Oil Corporation
Mike Bahorich
Ministry of Health & Child Care
Municipal Del Canton Sucre
Nova Ukraine
Onit, Inc.
Owusu Foundation (Mansa Memorial Hospital Akyawkrom)
Palestinian American Bridge
Pamoja Tujenge Buildtogether, Inc
Partners in Compassionae Care (PCC)
Rahma Worldwide for Aire & Development
Richmond Foundation
Rotary International District 5890
Sally Baer
SAMS FOUNDATION
Sebastian Blachno
Serge Lomako
Surgical Volunteers Intl'
Texas Children Hospital
The Government of Republic of The Gambia
United Light of Hope
United Surgeons for Children
VOOM Foundation
TO ALL OUR SPONSORS - THANK YOU!

We couldn't have done it without your philanthropic and humanitarian life-giving support. Thanks to your support, Medical Bridges accomplished much more in 2022 than in previous years.

Your support will save lives in some of the most desperate places in the world: a women’s & children’s hospital in Kabul, Afghanistan; hospitals and clinics in embattled Ukraine; a poverty-stricken hospital in Haiti; and in South Sudan, one of the poorest countries in the world.

In 2022, Medical Bridges prepared, staged, and shipped equipment valued at nearly $10 million to countries in crisis and throughout the developing countries in Africa, Asia and the Americas.
MEDICAL BRIDGES SPONSORS

Chevron U.S.A.
Apache
Dr. Mary and Ron Neal
Sisters of Charity of the Incarnate Word
Halliburton Charitable Foundation
Onit
Carl Stutts
Elizabeth and Drew Kanaly
Craig Nunez
John and Valarie Frusha
Barbara and Corbin J. Robertson, Jr.
Rotary International District 5890
Jan Harrison and Howard M. Skillrud
Amie and Jeff Springmeyer
MedSurplus Alliance
Susan and Bryan Lastrapes
Dr. Patricia Brock and Steve Howard
Kenneth Fisher
SigmaBleyzer Investment Group
Bayou Surgical Solutions
Pamela and Hayne Blakely
David Perez
Texas Children’s Hospital
Astros Foundation
HCA Houston Healthcare Southeast
Memorial Hermann
Strake Foundation
The Parten Foundation
John Zipprich, II
Carol Willis
Debbie and Tom Ayers
Niel Golightly
Katherine and Michael Brock
Sandra and William Butler
Virginia and David Ferer
Samantha Holroyd
Chris Brown
Gary Cunningham
The Duncan Fund
Facial Plastic Surgery Associates
Linda and Joe Fowler
Dr. Margaret Goetz
Harris County Medical Society
Houston Methodist
Ashley and Lee Madray
MD Anderson
MPACT Strategic Consulting
Thomas Owen
Shuchi Smruti Fund
Texas Medical Center

The Francis L. Lederer Foundation
University of Texas Health Science Center
Kim and Michael Weill
Brazosport Rotary Club
The Dr. Satish K. Gupta Charitable Fund
The Wilson Sexton Foundation
Rotary Club Galena Park
Luz and Rodrigo Mejia
Terry G. Fry
Nadia and Gregory Buchai
Ministry of Health & Child Care
Mary and Clint Brisco
Sara and Mark Bettencourt
Chapelwood United Methodist Church
Jesse Marion
Robert McDowell
Memorial Spring Branch Rotary
Connie and Roger Plank
Travis Purvis
Tamara and Matt Steele
Dolly and Jeff Thomas
Emmanuel Lutheran Church
Dan & Ruth Flournoy
Eric & Susan Peter
Mary Katharine and John Hugh Roff III
Lauren Green
Elizabeth and Myall Hawkins
Kim and Bill Vidor
Beth and Walter Ulrich
Jenny Elkins
Facial Plastic Surgery Associates
Helping Hand for Relief & Development, Inc.
Frank Roberto
Dr. Alan and Linda Rosen
Rotary Club of Space
Brandon DeFrehn
Kami Buri
Donna Cole
Anne and John C. Moriniere
Spurgeon Robinson
Allison Taylor
Mark Bondy
Craig A. Fox
Barbara Metcalf
Joseph Mitro
Kumar Alagappan
Jim and Ann Ainsworth
Beth Baubie
Citizens Defense Formation-Ukraine
David and Cheryl H. Lawrence Charitable Fund

John and Michele Dearborn
Rick Dudek
Ed Laborde
Engie North America
Eric & Isabelle Mayer Fund
Gail and Arthur Faris
Yun Ilya
Khoi Luu
David Neal
Katherine and Brian Parsley
Michelle and Glenn Pinkerton
Richmond Foundation
Rotary Club of Angleton
Dr. John and Suzanne Shelby
Erica and Frank Stafford
Stewart Title
The Peterson Family Foundation
Kristin and Vance Tillman
Constance White
Charles Winston
Sarah Brock and Michael Kelly
Olson Family Charitable Fund
Paul Herman
Bonnie and Ron Clements
St. Mark’s UMC
Ms. Meyer
Peter Rice
Thomas Schulz
Elissa and Robert Turnham
Winston Gilpin
Center for US Global
Matthew Brock
Cynthia and Gregory Phillips
Kumar Alagappan
Mary Allen
Calum Chisholm
Rhoda Goldberg
Baris Guyaguler
Paul Clemens Berner, Jr.
Kyle Bouthilet
Gary Brock
Les Cave III
Gwen Corolla
Desmonde Cowdery
Gail L. Hartz
Catherine Hastings
Patti Kroll
Thomas Miller
Morby Giving Fund

www.medicalbridges.org
MEDICAL BRIDGES SPONSORS

Paulsen Kelly Family Fund
Carl Pietrzak
Dr. William and Daisy Quayle
Albert Rathmell
Dr. Scott and Catherine Roberts
Dennis Scheib
Susan and Christopher Tapscott
James Versalovic
Colin Wilkinson
Judinell and A. Gene Matthews
Thoelke John
Sheryl Hausinger
John Kaiser
Christus Health
Kurt Imai
Michael Eldred
Josue Hernandez
Bethanne Coffey
Isaac Family Foundation Corp.
Dr. Peter and Nancy Thompson
Charles White
Remi Van Compernolle
Nicholas Bohrer
Mary Gorski
Mary King
Michael Maher
Susan Meyers
James and Susan Baker
Deborah Clark
Andrew Gardener
James Honeycutt
Judy Levison
The Propst/Perun Charitable Giving Fund
Jackie Zhu
Melissa Osburg
Larry Campagna
David Kamrath
David Lawrence
Oktay Mamedbekov
Bonnie Miller
Julie O'Reilly
Dr. James Allison and Ann Watson
Don Buttermore
Yvonne Kew
Bob Parkerson
Cindi and Richard Scruggs
Robert Smith
Give Lively Foundation
Katherine Brock
Graham Neuhaus
Lee Newick
Judith Anderson White
Jeffrey Webb
Tamer Badr
Barbara Beard
Kathryn Bergmann
Leonardo Bermudez
Tracey Borak
Kevin Cantrell
Annette Carlozzi
George Colon
Phillip Decker
Lori Golightly
John Greenwald
Elizabeth Kassab
Melissa Klingberg
Melissa Medina
Susan Miller
Michael Monaghan
Clay Pearson
Lev Ring
Joseph Scarfariotti
Michele Stelljes
Bradley Stuebing
Daniel Vasquez
Bradley Williams
Judith Williams
John Breed
Barry Abrams
Juliana Bruce
Edmund Burnett
Lindsay Burst
Jiwen Choi
Robert Cox
Nelly Cubero
Samuel Denard
Lawrence Dorr
Gladys Egbona
Carlos Ferro
Marion Freeman
Jennifer Lee
Oleg Lysiak
William Pendleton
RIDA Realty Investments Corp.
Heather Rose
Mary Schultz
Deborah Uhlman
Sheila Villarreal
Nhung Vu
Lisa Wilson
Barbara Wisecup
Scott Stephens
Sandra Long
Andrew Abbott
Eric Blachno
Four Letter Word Cards
Narah Francis
Kateryna Poole
Edward Russell
Wanda Tollett
Vona Van Cleef
Renee Bellemere
Cockerell Daniel
Jane Dunham
Michael Martin
Sheila McMaster
Soklim Nuon
Joyce Ofili
Tatiana Sasko
Debi Sirven
Rebekah Taylor
Elinor Wolfe
Ben Richards
Lisa Hearn
Albertsons Companies
Bernice Cage
Dustin Groves
Adam Willborn
Julia Sarkar
Won Song
Emily Tucker
Natalie Nowiski
Ron Olson
Orlando Patino
Real Estate Easy Life
Beverly Wade
A. Sukraamani
MEDICAL BRIDGES IN-KIND SPONSORS

CITOC
Tenenbaum Jewelers

YMCA of Greater Houston
Westin Medical Center
Hyatt Lost Pines Resort
Opera in the Heights
Tropic Air
Mercury Orchestra
Victoria House Resort & Spa Belize
Alley Theatre
Taft McWhorter Art
Astros Foundation
Ben Jackson More Than Magic
Four Seasons Hotel
Buffalo Bayou Partnership
LMN Hospitality
The Big Vibe Group
Armando’s
Lone Star Flight Museum
Gus Worth Golf Course
Carl Stutts
Luz and Rodrigo Mejia
Elizabeth Anthony
Elizabeth and Drew Kanaly
Judge Ken Wise
Alan Helfman
Segway of Houston
Midtown Reflexology
Brennan’s
Turner’s
Total Wine & More
Stuart Nelson
Pamela and Hayne Blakely
Debbie and Tom Ayers
TO ALL OUR HOSPITAL DONORS - THANK YOU!

Each year, billions of dollars' worth of medical supplies end up in landfills in the United States while people around the world are dying because they don’t have access to these supplies.

Medical Bridges thanks Hospitals and Healthcare Facilities for supporting our medical mission. The donations of surplus medical equipment and supplies from hospitals and healthcare institutions are saving lives every day in countries in crisis throughout Africa, Asia, and the Americas.
TO ALL OUR VOLUNTEERS - THANK YOU!

The heart of Medical Bridges is our volunteers. We depend on mission-centered and caring people like you to make a difference in the lives of others. It’s wonderful to welcome and meet volunteers from all walks of life, from medical professionals to young professionals, students, and retirees. Volunteers give vital assistance in fulfilling our mission and we couldn’t do what we do without the help of those who donate their time, talents, and skills.

“\textit{The smallest act of kindness is worth more than the grandest intention.}”
\textit{Oscar Wilde}

Volunteers reach across the seas touching healthcare workers saving lives!
TO OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS - THANK YOU!

We couldn’t have done it without your commitment, guidance and continued support.

Our board of directors have guided and sustained Medical Bridges’ global health impact throughout the year. In 2022 we made significant strides in advancing our global humanitarian mission; our success is the result of strategic planning, diligent oversight and unflagging commitment by our board of directors.

“Small changes and small steps can create massive impact.”

Melissa McCreery

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Bryan Lastrapes, Chair
Hayne S. Blakely
Kimberly C. David
Margaret Goetz, M.D.
Niel Golightly
Samantha Holroyd
Patricia A. Brock Howard, M.D.
Mary Neal, M.D.
Craig Nunez
Denise Castillo-Rhodes
Spurgeon Robinson
Carl Stutts
Greg Phillips
Mike Weill
John L. Zipprich, II

President & CEO
Walter Ulrich

RICE BOARD FELLOWS
2022 Brett Kovach
2023 Rishabh Lohray

2022: $10M worth of medical supplies to 33 countries
WE ARE EXPANDING TO SAN ANTONIO!

We are excited that Sarah Echandy has agreed to serve as the Managing Director in San Antonio.

Her role as Managing Director is to broaden our search for lifesaving medical supplies and equipment in the San Antonio and South Texas areas, targeting local hospitals and clinics for their medical surplus. In addition to securing financial support, Sarah will recruit advocates of Medical Bridges’ unique global humanitarian mission.

“Growth is never by mere chance; it is the result of forces working together.”

James Cash Penney

To our new Friends:
Thank you!

Jann Harrison and Howard Skillrud
Eric and Susan Peter
Dr. Mark Gilger
Sister Michele O’Brien
Erika Borrego
Kirsten Spevak
Gloria Conseco
Linda Elliott
Doerte Weber & Ansen Seale
Pastor Josh Arrington
John Austin
Mary Stefl
Darlene Thompson
Jorge Canavati
Frank Hughes
Heather Hanson
Greg Seiler

Sarah Echandy
Managing Director
San Antonio
210-415-7379
sechandy@medicalbridges.org

Many thanks to Carl Stutts, Kim David, and John Zipprich in Houston for their support of our San Antonio program.
HOW YOU CAN HELP

Caring people like you make a difference. If you are interested in volunteering, please reach out to:
Bonnie Oggero
Volunteer Coordinator
boggero@medicalbridges.org
713-766-6576

If you share our passion for improving access to healthcare, please like, follow, and share our stories on social media.

Please help by allowing Medical Bridges to pick up your surplus medical equipment and supplies. To donate, please reach out to:
Marcel Benavides
Procurement Manager
mbenavides@medicalbridges.org
713-766-6554

Donations are graciously accepted by check to Medical Bridges and through PayPal.
Medical Bridges, Inc.
2706 Magnet St.
Houston, TX 77054
www.medicalbridges.org
OTHER WAYS TO GIVE

Medical Bridges gratefully accepts:

01. Cash Donations
Thanks to the donated medical items, every $1.00 generated nearly $10.00 of donated medical supplies for those in need.

02. Stocks
Get the full value of the security as a tax-deductible donation and avoid capital gains on the increase in value of highly appreciated securities.

03. Donor Advised Funds.
Donations from Donor Advised Funds.

04. Cryptocurrency.
Similar to stocks, get the full value of the tax-deductible donation from tradable cryptocurrency.

05. Physical Assets
Physical assets in good condition including property, cash producing leases, vehicles, and more so long as there is a market for it.

06. IRA Funds
For donors 73 and older, Medical Bridges accepts Charitable Qualified Donations eliminating the tax when making Required Minimum Deductions.

And more including life insurance, bequests, and charitable remainder trusts.
In all cases, check with your tax advisors.
WE COULDN'T HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT.

THANK YOU

bogerro@medicalbridges.org
www.medicalbridges.org
2706 Magnet St. Houston, TX 77054
713-766-6576